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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

of dividing the

on
1.
2.
3.

The process,
The
and state history of dividing states,
The geographic source of the state's
Fund
and the geographic distribution of the state's General

4.

Fund expenses, and
The impacts of alternative boundary lines on the budget
of each new state.

Subsequent reports will evaluate other issues.
The U.S. Constitution allows a state to be divided into two
states if "consent" is given by the state legislature and by the
Congress. Four new states have been divided from "mother states:"
Vermont from New York, Kentucky from Virginia, Maine from Massachusetts, and West Virginia from Virginia.
When California proposed that it be granted statehood, the
people of southern California objected, preferring their own
government.
Thus, the idea of two Californias was born, an idea
that has periodically reemerged.
While there have been many attempts in the California State
Legislature to grant legislative consent for a division, there were
only two periods when the issue was taken seriously enough to place

1

a "divide-the-state" measure before the voters:

in 1859 and in

1992.

Pica of Los Angeles
The 1859
Assemblyman
legislation
proposed a division at
Tehachapi Mountains.
was approved by the
ifornia
by the
ion of the
Governor. The
1 gave
state's consent for a
they did by a
state if the voters
the South approved,
vote of 75 percent.
that the division be
, but the
War
, and no
further act
was taken
the
strongest
the state
1992
for
that
California has become too
and too ~·.. ~·~~ to be managed efficiently as a single unit. For many years, Cali
had the magical abil
to resolve
ahead.
and to
In the
last dozen years or so
has
greater
resolving
two states, the executive and
lative branches of each could concentrate all of
on
the
smaller state.
of the
would be to
and
1
restore Cal
s
, and technoas an

A second

's
that
i
the U.S. Senate would be doubled.
12.0 percent of the country's
2.0
of the votes
the U.S. Senate. The 22
smal
states have the same
as California, but they
have 44 u.s. Senators compared with California's two.
two

A third advantage of dividing the state is that state legislators would represent fewer people and have a more reasonable
working relationship

person

represents

their constituents.

almost

400,000

2

people.

Each state Assembly-

A state

Senator

8

0

three

i

cern
state.
other
evaluate the
we

on

General Fund
fees.

The data covered 73

K-12

SSI-SSP

payments,

adult

Authority (youth offenders).
We evaluated alternative boundaries

two states

would have the following interrelated
B

Each state's revenues would be sufficient to meet state
expenditures under current state tax and expenditure
policies,

B

Neither state would have to raise taxes or cut programs
because of imbalances in revenues and expenses, and

•

The boundary would have some logical basis.

3

The boundary line that best satisfies these three characteristics is the "straight line" boundary shown in Figure 1.

With this straight line boundary neither state becomes richer
or poorer.

Expressed another way, the data demonstrates that there

is essentially no subsidy North-to-South or South-to-North across
this boundary.

The North would have slightly higher state income

per capita, but it would have slightly higher state expenses.

The

South would have slightly lower per-capita income, but would have
slightly lower expenses.
With the straight line boundary, the two states have strikingly similar per-capita income and expense characteristics.
example,

For

the number of K-12 students in public school would be

166.5 per 1,000 population in the North and 166.2 in the South.
The 1990 sales taxes per capita are almost the same:
North and $435 in the South.

$448 in the

The North has slightly higher social

costs per capita, but the South has a slightly higher number of
prisoners per capita.

4

Because of the relatively small number of people who live near
the boundary compared with the rest of the state, the location of
the boundary could be moved somewhat and not eliminate the conclusion that the two states
their own way.

stand on their own,

For example, San Luis

Inyo, and Mono counties could be

each paying

, Santa Barbara, Kern,

the North or in the South with-

out creating significant shortfalls-surpluses in state budgets.
Rather than using existing county boundaries, the boundary could be
the Tehachapi Mountains.
We also conclude that a new

encompassing the 27 north-

ernmost counties (mostly north of Sacramento) would be financially
viable.

Following discussions with experts

government finance,

we conclude that this state could balance its budget.
larger southern state would

a

The very-

slight advantage on a

per-capita basis.
We evaluated other two-state and three-state boundaries, but
each resulted

at least one state being worse off financially,

and in some cases substantially.
If the California Legislature begins focusing on a particular
boundary,

more detailed financial

analyses should be prepared.

a specified boundary 1 departmental expenses based on geographregions,

such as used by the Air Resources Board, could be

incorporated into the data.

5

2

IV
for

3 of the U
of

. Const

i

the

state:

New States may be admitted
the
new state shal be formed
other state; nor any tate be
tes, or
of states,
of the states concerned as well as the

Thus,

one or more new

Cali

be created from

the consent of the

consent of the

The

how

but

:must be

and the

u.s.

does not

i

does

the consent of the

re-

Consent

by

statutes (laws),

would then

of the
the s
Pres
(or some forms of non-veto
). s
the
of the U.S. Constitution only requires the consent of the legislature and the Congress, then any form of legislative or congressional consent, such as a resolution, should be sufficient to
satisfy the requirements of the U.S. Constitution.
The
splitting

u.s.
a

Constitution does not specify the procedures for
state,

thereby

leaving

the

Congress to determine their own procedures.

7

legislatures

and

the

The California Constitution does not include any procedures or
limitations on dividing the state.
At one
nal boundaries
the state. As a result, some
in
thought that it would
Cali
Constitution
and
of the state. Others
the
could consent
thought that an amendment of
not
be
would be
if the state
I
S
were
pursuant to the u.s
of
the need
was
state's
ions about dividing the state, but the current
California Constitution does not
the state's external

8

.

?

the creat

of four states wh

were

of a "mother" state.
1 9 after the New York
out of New York
( ) created a
ssion to
a statute
state
(2)

Vermont was

for the

if
1776 after a statute was

Kentucky was
granting state
Maine was spl

out of Massachusetts in 1820 after a statute

was enacted granting state permission.
After Virginia seceded from the Union in 1861,

zens in the

western part of the state held a constitutional convention and
drafted a new constitution.

Subsequently, a new legislature was

formed, one that was loyal to the Union rather than the Confederacy.

The new legislature granted approval to itself for the split

with Virginia.

Since there was no governor yet, the governor ob-

viously did not approve the measure.

There was heated debate in

the Congress over the issue of whether the new Legislature could
give itself permission for the split.

Nonetheless, the Congress

approved the admission of West Virginia, subject to the addition of
an

emancipation

Constitution.

(anti-sl "3.Very)

provision to

the

The emancipation provision was

9

West Virginia

added,

and West

Virginia became a state in 1863.

The legality of the admission was

challenged, but the Supreme Court upheld the admission without discussion, thereby implying that the Congress has substantial discrea state.

10

4.

DIVIDE

EFFORTS

Spanish Era.
During the Spanish era, the Catholic Church divided California
into two ecclesiastical jurisdictions, granting Baja California to
the Dominicans and "Alta" California to the Franciscans.

The Fran-

ciscans suggested that the dividing line be at the Tehachapis. 1

Mexican Era.
In 1821, the Mexican Revolution succeeded in forcing Spain out
of the country.

California was then governed by a series of self-

serving governors appointed by Mexico City. 2

From 1825 to 1846,

there was an intermittent struggle over whether the capital should
be located in Monterey,
occasions,

San Diego,

or Los Angeles.

On several

small armies marched north or south to recapture the

capital. 3
At the end of the Mexican-American War,

the 1848 Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo gave what is now California to the United States.

1Robert W. Durrenberger, California: The last Frontier (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1969),
p.60, as quoted in Tyler Paul Berding, Regional Heterogeneity in California: Its IqlaCt on State Governaent and
Politics Relative to Proposals to Divide the State (Dissertation submitted to Claremont Graduate School, 1971),
p.8.

Press:

2
Michael DiLeo and Eleanor Smith, Two Californias, The Truth About the Split-State Movement (Island
Covelo, CA, 1983), p.10.

3 Richard H. Dillon, "Blueprint for a Split-Level California," California Monthly, November 1968,
pp.22-23.

11

California Constitutional Convention

In 1849, a constitutional convention was convened in Monterey
to develop a state constitution for submission to the Congress as
the
step toward statehood. At the time
the convention,
the North was populated by many recent immigrants whose primary
economic pursuit was
to
mining. The "older," MexicanAmerican South was sparsely populated
an agricultural economic
base.
The southern delegates
a single state because: 4
•

the convention strongly objected to

The older, settled portions of the state were fearful of
the larger population of newcomers, who would have most
of the political and economic power.
The South was fearful that the costs of state government
would be financed by property taxes, which would result
in the South paying vastly more than its fair share since
most of the privately-held property was
the South.
The miners
the North were most often operating on
public, non-taxed lands.
South bel

it did not have
ability to support
statehood, thus preferring to become a

Delegate Sr. Jose
lo of Santa Barbara proposed that the
state of Cali
be created
the North and a Territory of
Southern Cali
be created in the South 1 with the boundary
an east-west 1
from San Luis Obispo through what

4

1Ji H iam Henry Ellison, "The Movement for State Division in California, 1849-1860," Southwestern

Historical Quarterly, XVII:2, pp.101-112.

12

is now Bakersfield, as shown in
Figure 2. 5 The northern delegates
rejected Carrillo's plan.
The delegates
ly approved an
border
would be
Mountains.
s
border was
by some
that the
size would
the state.
A
delegates
the
1
S current

vote
ished the
borders to
of
Con6

The del

's vote on the
southern

-8,

Const
no."
a

8

statehood
9

Cali

5 !bid., p.104.
iLeo, pp.21-22.

7Etllson, p.104.
8

!bid.

I

p.107

13

for

s

of the
At the
hearings, there were

slave

states

states.

10

would
favor

of

15

15

non-slave
Cali
the balance
non-slave

states.

Since there was
one
before the Congress for admission,
the Congress could not admit two
states:
one slave and one
Thus, the pro-slave forces, primaly headed by Mississippi Senator
Foote, attempted to split California into a northern slave-free
state and a southern territory.

Fig. 3

Proposals in u.s.
Congress, 1850

Foote wanted a southern territory
in order to preserve the option of converting the southern territory into a slave state in the future.

Two proposed dividing lines

were suggested, as shown in Figure 3.

The first dividing line was

an east-west line through Monterey.

The second dividing line was

further south, an extension of the latitude line used in the
Missouri Compromise of 1850, which established a general boundary
between slave and non-slave states.

California, with its original-

ly proposed boundaries, was admitted to the Union on September 9,
1850.
It should be kept in mind that slavery was primarily a federal
issue rather than a state issue. 11

10Dillon, p.24.
11 Ellison, pp.137-139.

14

The 1850s

At a "meeting" in Santa Barbara in 1851, Southern Californians urged the
of the
South
the
south
become a
tory as shown in
southerners
the
the two
was:
.. . in contradiction to the
eternal ordinances of nature
who herself, has marked with
unerring hand the natural
boundaries between the
north
and
the
south. 12

Fig. 4

Santa Barbara Meeting
Proposal, 1851

In his 1852

to the
i
ature, Governor
John
convention to remedy
a
i
the Cali
, one of which
was the unequal levels of
as compared to the
North.
Governor did not call for a
ion of the
13
Legislative measures
call
in 1852 and
were
1853, but none were
an 1853

14

In
convention, Assemblyman
for a spl
of the state into
i

Crabb from San
three parts.

12Dillon, p.25.
13 senate Journal 1853, Document 16.
Constitution.

Majority and minority reports of the Select Committee on the

1852, measures were introduced by Assemblymen Graham of Solano County, Wall of San Francisco
County, and Boggs of Sonoma County. ln 1853, a measure was introduced by Assemblyman Myres of Placer County.

15

In 1852, residents
Carson
what
to
area
The senate

s

make much sense

The
ure 5.
asked
to Cali
the

• 5

to
16

these
Cali
1859. 17

In 1853, Senator Kurtz of San
calling
of the state
but it was
on

a j
resolutwo or more states,
18

In 1855, Assemblyman Hunt
County introa bill suggesting a
a 1
Santa
Cruz to Lake Tahoe, as shown in
6. The new southern state
was to be cal
"Columbia. 11 An Assembly committee considering the
bill subsequently
a report recommending that the state be
expanded to include parts of eastern Nevada (not yet a state) and
the resulting area be split into three states, as shown in
15 senate Journal 1853, p.90.
16chapter 193, Statutes of 1852.
17chapter 186, Statutes of 1859.
18

senate Journal 1853, p.150.

16

7.19

The northern state was to be

e state "Cali

7

three parts. 21

the state

In 1856, Senator
duced a

Proposal
Assembly
Committee, 1855

of San Joaquin County introduced

In 1855,
11 to spl

the

the southern state "Colorado."~

II

by Assm
of San Bernardino,
1855

a

led "Shasta,"

counties intro-

of Trinity and

1 to split the state into three

22

In 1859, Assemblyman Watkins from Siskiyou County introduced
legislation proposing the creation of a new state north of

19Assembly Journal 1855, pp. 359 and 613.
20etlison, pp.126-129.
21 Assembly Journal 1855, p.460.
22senate Journal 1856, pp. 390 and 571.

17

40 degrees latitude,

as shown in

Figure 8.
In

1859,

Los
22

state.

to

23

was neceswas all
for the Cali
consent to
ture to
the state.
The Assembly
considering the
was

the Cha
favor of
1 rather than a

Fig. 8

Proposal by Assm.
Watkins
Siskiyou,

1

1859

recom-

for a
A minority report
that the
the same manner
the state
or by
a vote of the electorate being

24

states are created:
a

both cases.

the
25

11

then

a di-

2
9.

to cal
at least

the

If

of the southern voters

23Assembty Journal 1859,
24 Assembty Journal 1859, p.342.

25 Assembty Journal 1859, pp.350·352.
26Assembly Journal 1859, pp.790-791, shows that Pico was the author of Assembly Bill 223.

18

ballots, the bill specified that
the
ifornia Legislature's consent to divide the state would become operative.
10

(page 20)
how
voted on the Pico
11, which was
a vote
27
of 34-25.
Note that
the
and
South voted for
bill, with many counties having
split
votes,
i.e.,
for
and
against.
Note also that county
boundaries were notably different Fig. 9 Proposal Enacted in
statute, 1859
than they are today, since the
following counties had not yet
been created:
Imperial, Riverside, Orange, Kings, Inyo, Mono,
Alpine, Butte, Lassen, San Benito, and Modoc. Also, the county of
Klamath no longer exists.
The Pico bill passed the Senate by a
vote of 15-12. 28 Governor Weller signed the bill.
The public vote in the South on the Pico bill was approved by
a "yes" vote of 75 percent. Thus, the state's consent to divide
the state had been given.
The Governor advised Congress by letter that the state had
given its consent for a division of the state. The Governor expressed his view that the legislative act was the only state action
necessary to grant consent to divide the state. Thus, the Governor
was declaring that a public vote by all the state's voters was not

27Assembly Journal 1859, p.474.
28senate Journal 1859, p.744.

19

Figure 10

ASSEMBLY VOTES ON THE PICO BILL, 1859

San Bernardino

D

ABSENT Of NOT VOTING

SOURCE:
Assembly Journal, 1859.

20

and that a

the California

was

not
from

Governor was referred to

u s.

The
Governor's

was

and

was needed.

argued

vote by the

because states

the same manner that
were no

in

that had

are
votes

The

or-

was

u.s.

House of

to

state, but

it never came to a vote.
In the

u.s.

Senate, the

was

out of committee, but there was no further
the start of the civil War.

due to

Technically, the Pico request of 1859

is still before the Congress.
If the Congress had given its consent to divide the state, the
Pico bill specified that a four member commission (two from California and two from the southern government)

would "settle and

adjust the property and financial affairs" between the two states
based on the proportionate number of votes cast in the general
election of 1858.

If the commission was unable to agree, a fifth

commissioner would be selected.
1870 to 1921

The issue of dividing the state was revived in the 1870s,
mainly by Los Angeles newspapers.~

~Dillion, p.27.

21

An 1881 southern California "convention to split the state"
failed to recommend dissolution, mainly because of the fear of
domination
the southern state by populous Los Angeles County. 30

state

1 was not

out

31

roads

and South, and

s.
but

Bulla wanted the
la

Act,
to

31 Ibid., p.27.

22

County to

something Bulla felt necessary because of the newly authorized Los
Angeles Aqueduct. 32
In 1909, a new plan was considered in the very northernmost
part of the state to create a "State of Siskiyou" from parts of
California and Oregon. 33
In 1915, a northern
the

Con-

counties, as
wanted
Ill

12.

to
The association

split because:
The South was trying to
force
1 on
North,
Legislative

measures

ests were
SouthThe
There

u.s.

South

supported
, and
two new
Fig 12.

Proposal by the
People's Association,
1915

32
Roberta M. McDow, "State Separation Schemes, 1907-1921," The Cal ifomia Historical Society Quarterly,
March 1970, pp.39-41.

23

The

,000

, but

were not

In 1921,

1 to
southern

a

Beal

(same as

12)
35

never

Northern and
idea of dividing the state

the
1920 when

that southern California's
North, with a concomitant

that of the

After 1920, the
North.

to

the state

Because of concerns about the growing pol
Francisco,

Los Angeles,

and Alameda counties,

South.
to the

power of San
a

constitutional

amendment was enacted in 1926 which changed the reapportionment
mechanism for the California Senate from a "one-person-one-vote"
system to the "federal" system where senators represent geographical areas, which in California were the counties.

State Senators

were to represent not less than one county and not more than three.
The ballot argument in favor of the amendment alleged that under
the one-person-one-vote system,

the urban population living on

three percent of the state's land would control the remainder of
the state.

The approval of this amendment gave rural counties, of

which many are in the North, control of the California Senate.

34 Ibid., p.43.
35 tbid., p.44.

24

There were two secondary results of this amendment:

(1) it

dampened the desire by the North to divide the state s

the

North retained part
focused

previous pol

, and

2)

efforts on el

system rather than on

the state.

ballot to overthrow the
voters:

plan

on
were

ected

B

In 1928 to prohibit implementation of the federal plan

B

In 1948 to allow up to 10 senators in a county,

B

In 1960 to have 20 senators from the North and 20 from
the South, and
In 1962 to increase the California Senate from 40 to 50,
distributing the increase to the populous counties 36

In 1941, some of the northernmost counties proposed that a new
northern state be created.

The state was to be called "Jefferson"

and would have consisted of parts of the northernmost counties and
the southernmost counties of Oregon.

The major complaint that led

to this proposal was the lack of investment by the state into the
area's roads and mines.

This proposal died when the United States

entered World War II.

1964 to the Present
In 1964, the

u.s.

Supreme Court found California's 1926 reap-

portionment amendment to be unconstitutional.

The court required

that state senate districts be reapportioned by population.

36serding, pp.181-188.

25

As
Supreme
state

the .result of the u.s.
Court's action in 1964,

Senator Richard

Dolwig of

San Mateo proposed legislation for
a North-South

, as shown

's

Figure 13.

and
were
was

State

no

State Assembly
duced

1967, 1968

and 1970

but

on his measures

• 13

Senate was

In

Proposal
Sen.
Dolwig of San Mateo
county, 1965-1970

1971,
1

urban-rural

and

a

fare

state

s
conof
better

were
lous and,
counties.

urban
1

similar package

a
1975.

are no recorded legislative votes
on any of the measures.

26

Fig. 14

Proposal by sen.
collier, 1971 and 1975

In
Keene

Barry
1 (to approve
} and a joint

1978,

shown

15.

Assemblyman Stan
that
of the
measures
on
58
ballots
the
(1) whether
the state should be divided into
two new states, and ( 2) if the
state is divided, whether the

In
Statham

1992

county should be in the North or Fig. 15
the South.

27

Proposal by Assm.
Keene, 1978

From

8

for

70s

area

has

area
of

Ill

f

37
santa Barbara Convention of 1851, as cited in El

29

p.115.

In recent
become too
a single unit
the state

has

a concern

Cal
as

two states,
legislative branches of
efforts on solving the unique
state. Essentially,
goal
help restore California's role as an
technological leader.
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GEOGRAPHICALDISTRlBUtJ:ONOFSTATE
INCOMEANDEXPENDlTURES

has a

i

tax

leeand a
If
state
divided
two new states,
1 have
state
own revenues
expenditures. A key issue in "where to divide the state" will
be whether the revenues from each new state
1 be sufficient to
pay for that state's expenditures.
issue
whether one state
1 be
To answer
"rich-poor"
revenues and
was the source of
Then,

In more
icit terms, the
and the other poorer.
the state General Fund's
were allocated to the county
of the expenditure.
were evaluated

II

the revenues

for

new
are two

....
1

2.

to a
fferent
Some
revenues
For example, most
county
state data
people include their
on
personal
county where they
income tax returns, rather
work, which
~he relevant data for a division of the
state.
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Figure 16

the

ure 17 shows

1990-2000.

In
in population
Figure 18
in general, shows

1990.

northernmost

Valley counties,

, the San Joaquin
unemployment

rates.
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Figure 16

POPULATIONS OF THE COUNTIES

In Thousands
Siskiyou
43

Modoc
10

FOR EXAMPLE: lauen County's population
was27,000.

12% of the state's population
resides in this area

17%
9%

lnyo
18

Kern
537
San Bernardino
1397

Riverside
1144

58%San Diego
2400

SOURCE:
Califomia Department of Finance, 1990 data.
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Imperial

108

Figure 17

PERCENT POPUlATION GROWTH OVER
1990 .... 2000 (projected)

YEARS

FOR EXAMPLE: Lassen
population
Ia proJected to grow 20% In ten years.

Population 1900: 30.0 million
Population 2000: 36.3 million (proJected)

lnyo
6%

·20%-30%

D
D

10%-20%
Less 1han 10%

SOURCE:
Callfomla Department of Finance.
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Figure 18

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE .... 1990

Ststewldesversge: 5. 6'Ks

•

HIGH: above 6.6%

~i:l::l::Ii

AVERAGE: 4.6% - 6.6%

0

LOW: below 4.6%

SOURCE:
Department of Finance, CAUFORNIA STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1991, p.22.
(Original source, Employment Development Department)
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state Revenue sources
Personal Income Taxes
taxes
General Fund revenues

43.8

the

as reported in the 1991-92 proposed Gover-

nor's Budget.
Figure 19 compares the per-capita state personal income taxes
compared to the statewide average,
for each
data
are
Several
can
figure:
be made from
The Bay Area pays
taxes, with the
Area.
Coastal
capita
II

highest per-capita personal income
counties located in the Bay

pays the next
income taxes.
more per-capita
statethe economic
of these
the other 49 counties.

The northernmost counties, counties in the San Joaquin
Valley,
Imperial County pay the lowest per-capita
income taxes.
11

Los Angeles and Alameda, which are often viewed as having
high social costs, pay more per capita than the statewide
average.
There
a nine-fold range in per-capita personal income
taxes, with a high of 215 percent of the statewide average being
Marin to a low of 23 percent being paid
in Alpine.

state sales Taxes
The state sales tax comprised 36.7 percent of the state General Fund revenues.
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Figure 20 compares the uniform rate per-capita state sales tax
collected from each county compared to the statewide average. Several observations can be made from this figure:
Only 14
produce more
sales taxes than
the statewide average, indicating the economic strength
of these counties as compared with the other 44 counties.
The northernmost counties and counties in the San Joaquin
Valley pay the lowest per-capita sales taxes.
There
a three-fold range in per-capita sales taxes,
with a high of 160 percent
the statewide average being
paid
to a
of 44
in
Trinity.
Horse Racing Taxes and Fees
Horse
0.2 percent of the state
fees
a
General Fund.
are
by a
of the
, and quarter
relatively small number of
or thoroughbred,
and the
horse tracks, which are
revenues
Bay Area
If
would go to the state in which
are located.
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Figure 19

INCOM TAX

PER CAPITA STATE

Percent of State Average
Greater than 120%

0100%-120%
80%-100%
60%-80%
•

Less than 60%

SOURCE:
Tax data: California Franchise Tax Board, 1987 (most recent available).
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Figure 20

PER CAPITA STATE SALES TAX
(Uniform Rate)

FOR EXAMPLE: The state sales we collected

per cepit& In lauen County was 60% of the
statewide averege.

lnyo
126%

Percent of State Averege

D

Greater than 120%

0

100%-120%

-80%-120%
•

80%-80%

•

Less than 80%

SOURCE:
Tax data: C8llfomia Board of Equallza1lon, 1989-90.
Population data: C8llfomia Department of Rnance.
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State Expenditures
K-12 Education

K-12 funding represents 37.6 percent of the state General Fund
budget.
Because
the complexity of K-12 funding, a number of figures
be used to describe K-12 funding.
number of private plus public K-12 students per
is shown in Figure 21.
figure shows that the
Area and the coastal counties from Marin to San Diego

1,000
inland

have a relatively low number of K-12 students,

probably due to

demographics.

figure shows that the
the greater Bay Area-tohigh numbers of private K-12
due to higher-wealth
, perceived
, and a high enough concentration

K-12 students.
Sacramento

private schools.
of public K-12 students per 1,000 population is
shown
Figure 23.
For the Marin-to-San Diego coastal counties
Bay Area-to-Sacramento, the figure shows the results of (1) low
numbers
K-12 age children, and (2) high numbers of K-12
students
school. The highest numbers of K-12 students
Joaquin

are in the northernmost counties,
, and the desert areas.

the San

Figure 24 shows the data which are important if California is
divided into two states. This figure shows state funding for K-12
public schools for each county on a per-capita basis, i.e., state

40

each county divided by the
K-12 education
Several observations can be made from the
county population.
on publ

.
e

are
The highest
counties,

amounts
the
1
Imperial County.

range in per-capita
factor of five:
from $201
$981 per capita in Sierra.

the
Joaquin Valley
almost a
Clara to

To answer some of the questions raised by the previous figures
on K-12, two more K-12 funding figures are included; although, they
are not directly related to dividing the state.
state spending per public K-12 student.

Figure 25 shows

Figure 26 shows the total

funding per public K-12 student from all funds (federal, state, and
local).
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Figure 21

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS
TOTAL K-12 STUDENTS PER 1,000 POPULATION

the matewlde average public and private
K·12 students per 1
or
9% more than eq~ad:ea.

Statflwide avemge:
population

Greater

105%-115%
95%-105%
85%-95%
Lesstl1an85%

SOURCE:
School enrollment data: Call!omla Department of Education (CBEDS),
1989-00 (private school), and 1990-91 (public schooij.
Population data: Caltfomia Department of Flnanca.
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Figure 22

2 STUDENTS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF PUBLIC K-12 STUDENTS

FOR EXAMPLE: l...aaen County had 2.7% ae
many private school students as public
school students.

lnyo
2.3%

•

Greater 1han 12%

•

9%-12%

·6%-9%
03%-6%

D

Less 1han 3%

SOURCE:
Callfomla Department of Educa!lon (CBEOS).
NOTE: Data are baaed on 1989-90 Private K-121Choola (!he most recent
available) and 1990-91 publiC K-121Choola.
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Figure 23

K..12 PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT PER CAPITA, FALL 1990
As 11 Percent of the Statewide Avemge

P~

•

of State &va11110a

CoiJI'l!les wllh HIGH Per Caplla Enrollment (105% and above)
C.oul'llles with AVERAGE Per Caplla Enrollment (95% 1hru 104%)

SOURCES:
K-12 enrollment data: California Deprartment of Educallon (CBEDS}, Fall1990.
Population data: u.s. Cenala. 1990.
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Figure 24

PER CAPITA* STATE EXPENDITURES ON K-12 EDUCATION

FOR EXAMPLE: The state spem 122% of the

mrte 21vemge, per capita, In L21aen County
for Ks12 public sc:hools, or 22% more than

110%-130%

70%- 90')(,

D

Less than 70'%

SOURCE:
California Department of Education, 1990-91.

* State expendllures In 1he county divided by 1he county population.
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25

STATE K.. 12 EXPENDITURES PER STUDENT

FOR EXAMPLE: lassen County receives
109% of the state average per student
In lassen County.

Percent of State Average
•

Greater than 110%

•

100%-110%

D
D

90'11. - 100%
Less than 90'11.

SOURCE:
California Department of Education, 1990-91.
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Figure 26

TOTAL K-12 SPENDING PER STUDENT

(federal, state, and local)

•

Greater than iOil%
104%-100%
98%-104%

0
D

94%-98%
Less than 94%

SOURCE:
California Department of Education:
Expenditures - Satellite Fiscal Data, 1990-91.
Student data: CBEDS. 1990-91.
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Higher

of the state General

13.6

Fund budget.
As shown in

27,

from

in the Bay Area and coastal southern California have a higher utilization of the University of California.
only shows undergraduate students.
lated with proximity to a

uc

Note that the figure

ization

to be corre-

campus.

As shown in Figure 28, students graduating from high schools
in the Bay Area, coastal southern Cal

, and where CSU cam-

puses are located have a higher utilization of the State University
system.

Note that the figure only shows undergraduate students.

Also, please note that the Postsecondary Education Commission only
has high school of origin data for 39 percent of CSU students;
therefore, the data for Figure 28 are of limited value.
As shown in Figure 29,

students graduating from rural high

schools have a higher utilization of community colleges; although,
the utilization pattern is more varied than for

uc

or

csu.

Please

note that the Postsecondary Education Commission only has high
school of origin data for 59 percent of community college students;
therefore, the data for Figure 29 are of limited value.
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Figure

IVERSITY OF

FORNIA ENROLLMENT PER CAPITA
High School of Origin
Ft~/11990

FOR EXAMPLE: lauen County had 32% of
the statewide averape per capita enrollment
In U.C, as undergraduates.

*

UC Campus locations
Davis
Berkeley
San Francisco

Santa Cruz
Santa Barbara
Los Angeles
Riverside
Irvine
San Diego

San Bernardino

42%

Percent of State Average
•

Gn;..lter than 150%

•

100%-150%

D
0

50%-100%
Less than 50%

SOURCE:
UC data: California Postsecondary Education Commission, November 1991.
Population data: Interpolated from California Department of Finance.
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Figure 28

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT PER CAPITA

by High School of Origin
Fa/1199()

FOR EXAMPLE: Lanen
had 41%cf
the atate'Mde average In th• stat& 1.mtvar.a1tv
!illlfliiiLw~:n, or 59% lea
than

* CSU Campus Locations
Humbolt
Chico
Sacramento
Sonoma
Ban Francisco
Hayward
Ban Jose
Stanislaus

Percent of State Avemge
•

Greater than 150%
Riverside

39%

D

NOTE:
Less than 50%

Chart shows high school
of orlgin for 115,002 students.
Origins of 179,081 studeniS are unknown.

SOURCE:
CSU daiS: califomia PosiSecondary Education Commission, November 199"1.
Population data: Interpolated from California Department of Finance.
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Bakersfield

Loa Angeiea
Dominican
Long
Ban Bamardino
Fullerton
Ban Marcos

Figure 29

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES ENROLLMENT PER CAPITA

by High School of Origin
Fall 1990

•

0

Greater than 150%

50%-100%

NOTE:

Less th!ll1 50%

Chart shows high school
of origin for 617,266 students.
Origins of 433,070 students are unknown.

SOURCE:
CCC date: California Postsecondary Education Commission, November 1991.
Population data: Interpolated from California Department of Finance.
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Health and Welfare

32. 3 percent

and

of

the

state

, and SSI

AFDC

The number of

are shown

1 000

There are several

30.

II

on AFDC

1,000 populathe San Joaquin

The
are
Valley counties,

on
There
an
range in the number of
to 170 per
AFDC per capita, from 15 per 1,000 in
1,000 in Yuba.
Figure 31 shows the per-capita payments for AFDC.

Medi-cal
Medi-Cal is California's name for the federal Medicaid program
which was authorized under the federal Social Security Act.

Medi-

Cal provides reimbursements for medical care for low income persons
and families.

Figure 32 shows the number of Medi-Cal users per

1,000 population for 1990.

population.

The statewide average was 54 per 1,000

The Medi-Cal distribution is very similar to the AFDC

distribution.
The per-capita cost (state share)
shown in Figure 33.
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for Medi-Cal payments is

SSI-SSP

The
blind,

federal

cash assistance

to

and disabled persons who meet certain criteria.

program
although,
Trust

government provides

Fund.

federal funds are separate from the Social Security
States may

mental payments.

the

34

1

shows the number of

1,000
Valley

This

administered by the Social Security Administration;

California, the state provides

est

aged,

areas are
SSI-SSP

data

available.
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In
suppleon SSI-SSP

highCentral
are not

Figure 30

NUMBER OF PERSONS ON AFDC PER 1,000 POPULATION

FOR EXAMPLE: l.auen County had 90 people
on AfDC per 1,000 population.

Percent of State Average

II

Greater 1han 90

1175-90
-60-75

0
D ~1han45
45-60

SOURCE:
AFDC data: Callfomla Department of Social Servlcel, ft8cal year 1990-91.
Populallon data: Callfomla Department of Finance.
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Figure 31

AFDC PAYMENTS PER CAPITA

FOR EXAMPLE: Lassen

per capita

AFDC payments were 140% of the statewide
average, or 40% more than expected.

St~rtelftlld~ average:

•

Greater than 130%

110%-130%
9()<){,-110%

D
D

70%-9()<)(,
Less than 70%

SOURCE:
AFDC data: California Departmar)t of Social Services, fiscal year 1969·90.
Population data: California Department of Finance.
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$90 per capita

M

POPULATION

Medi-Cal Users per

1,000 population
•

Greater than 70

•

60-70

•

50-60

0
D

40-50

Less 1han 40

SOURCE:
Medi-Cal data: Callfomla Department of Health Services.
Population data: Callfomla Department of Finance, 1990 calendar year.
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Figure 33

MEDI .. CAL PAYMENTS PER CAPITA

FOR EXAMPLE: Lassen
Medi-Csl
were
wide average, or 20% more

Statew~de

Percent of State Average
•

Greater than 130%
110%-130%

-90%-110%

0
0

70%-90%
Less than 70%

SOURCE:
Data: california Department of Health Services,
California Department of Finance, 1990 calendar year.
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average: $110 per capita

Figure 34

NUMBER OF PERSONS ON SSI-SSP
per 1 ,000 Population

FOR EXAMPLE: Llsnn
SSI=SSP p~tr 1

Statewide aver11ge: 29 per 1,000 population

Persons on SSI·SSP
per 1,000 Population
•

Greater than 45
35-45
25-35
15-25

D

Less than 15

SOURCE:
SSI..SSP data: Califomla Department of Social Services.
Population data: Caiifomia Department of Finance.
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Adult and Youth

sons)
of the state

7.

General
state

35 shows the number of
of sentenc

1,000

per

Several observat

can be made:
The highest state
1, 000 population are from San
the Central Vall
from Nevada to

The
low

have very

incarceration
There is a seven-fold range in
average
rates, from a low of 24 percent of
in Mariposa to a high of 180 percent in Kern.
Figure 36

shows

1,000 population.

Youth

Authority

incarceration

There is somewhat greater range

rates

per

the Youth

Authority incarceration rate than for state prison rates, but the
pattern is about the same:

high in the Central Valley and low

elsewhere.
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Figure 35

STATE PRISON INMATES PER CAPITA

by County of Sentencing

FOR
Lassen
has 103%
the state average,
3% more than

Per<;el'lt of State

Ava;lr:At'IA

•

Greater than 140%

D

Less than 00%

SOURCE:
Inmate data: California Department of Corrections, inmates as of 09/30/91.
Population data: Interpolated from California Department of Finance, Report 91 E-1.
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Figure 36

CALIFORNIA YOUTH AUTHORITY WARDS PER CAPITA

by County of Sentencing

FOR EXAMPLE: CYA wards from lassen
were 263% of the
per
average, or 163% more than ex~:Declied.

Statewide average: 0.26 wards per
1,000 population

Percent of State Average
•

Gre~ter than 200%
120%-200%
80%-120%
50%--80%

D

Less than 50%

SOURCE:
Ward data: California Yot..'th Authority, wards as of 09/91.
Population data: Interpolated from California Department of Finance, Report 91 E-1.
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7. ALTERNATIVE BOUNDARIES:
THE IMPACT ON THE BUDGET OF EACH STATE

We evaluated alternative boundaries creating two states which
would have the following interrelated criteria:
•

Each state's revenues would be sufficient to meet state
expenditures under current state tax and expenditure
policies,

•

Neither state would have to raise taxes or cut programs
because of imbalances in revenues and expenses, and
The boundary would have some logical basis.

The only boundaries that will satisfy these criteria, given
the state's distribution of incomes and expenses, are in the vicinity of Kern County.

The details on three alternative "Kern County"

boundaries are described later in this chapt8r.
Because of the relatively small number of people who live near
the three proposed boundaries compared with the rest of the state,
the location of the boundaries could be moved somewhat and not affect the conclusion that the two new states could stand on their
own,

each paying their own way.

For example,

San Luis Obispo,

Santa barbara, Kern, Inyo, and Mono counties could be in the North
or in the South without creating significant shortfalls-surpluses
in state budgets.

Rather than using existing county boundaries,

the boundary could also bA the Tehachapi Mountains.
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We also
ernmost

that

north~

bas
We

several other

, but each resulted
, and

two~state

and three-state

at least one state

worse off

some cases

The data used

the

based on the 1991-92

states are
i

Governor's

When actual dollar

for 199

were not

, the
as follows:

were calculated
( 1)

year, or (2) using

us

actual dollar
caseload

For non-major programs and for

from a prior
, students, etc
where by-county

not available by dollars or caseload,
cated to counties by population.
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state

were
was allo-

The Straight Line Division

alternative, the
Under
boundary would run
the
of San Luis Obispo 1 Kern, and San
as shown in
Figure 37. The new
state
would cons
of 10
of the
ion,
61
while
new northern state
consist of 48 counties and 39
cent of the population.
This
boundary

the
fied

approx
the 1859

Act, the
state measure approved
Cali

Fig. 37
by

the

Straight Line Boundary
Proposal

Legislature.

of the two states, based sol
would be:
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on an allocat

populat

actual
two

sources
would be:

states~'

SOUTH

NORTH
$17.822

the North

a

sl
The South has sl
and

and

of

1/10 of one

the

undoubtedly less

the

The data show that

less than
of the North and
of the data.
the state at

ate two states that
state having

1

ere-

1 off
revenue to pay

way, the data show that the
South does not subsidize

does not subs

another
ze the

North.

The data on the new states are presented in Table 2

The data

clearly demonstrates that the two states would be quite similar in
per-capita characteristics.
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1989)
Income
Sales Taxes Col

48

Assessed Value (1990-9

435
$51
166.2

K-12 State

$48

$506

3.65

3.36

74

64

$98

$85

edi-Cal Users per 1,000 population

61

49

Per-capita Medi-Cal Dollars Expended
as Grants

$116

$106

32

27

Felons in state Prison per 1,000
population

3.0

3.5

YA Wards per 1,000 population

0.24

0.28

uc students per 1,000
H.S. of known origin)
Persons on AFDC per 1,000
Per-capita AFDC Grants

SSI-SSP Users per 1,000 population
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9

The Eight south counties

Under this alternative, the South state would consist of the
south counties and 59 percent of the population, while the
new northern state would consist of 50 counties and 41 percent of
the population (see Figure 38).
The rational for this boundary is:
•

It
follows
existing
county boundaries,
The relatively lower income Central Valley is
combined with the Bay
Area, the highest percapita wealth area of
the state, and
The entire Central Valley is in the North,
nearly following natural
air-shed and watershed Fig. 38
boundaries.

Eight south counties
Proposal

As a
reference point, the 1991-2 General Fund budof the two states, based solely on an allocation by population
be:
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Based on actual revenue sources and expenditures by county,
the two states' incomes and expenditures would be:
TABLE 3
NORTH/SOUTH: INCOME and EXPENDITURE SPLIT
(Eight South Counties)
NORTH

SOUTH

Income

$18.750 billion

$27.021 billion

Expenditures

$19.020 billion

$26.751 billion

Difference

-$0.270 billion

+$0.270 billion

Compared to the population-based allocation, the North has a
slightly lower per-capita income and slightly higher per-capita
expenditures.

The South has slightly higher per-capita income and

slightly lower per-capita expenditures.

The difference between

income and expenditures of

is

$270 million

small,

providing a

shortfall of about 1.4 percent for the North and a surplus of about
1. 0 percent for the South.

These differences are modest, especial-

ly in comparison to the budget deficits of 1991-92 and 1992-93.
The data on the new states are presented in Table 4.

The data

clearly demonstrates that the two states would be quite similar in
per-capita characteristics.
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Income
Personal

04
44

Persons on AFDC per 1,000

63

Per-capita AFDC Grants

$8

Medi-cal Users per 1,000

61

49

Per-capita Medi-Cal Dollars Expended
as Grants

$114

$106

I-SSP Users per 1,000 population

32

27

3.1

3.4

0.25

0.27

Felons in state Prison per 1,000
population
CYA Wards per 1,000 population
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The Watershed Boundary

Under this alternative, the boundary would be as shown in Figure 39.
The new southern state would consist of 11 counties and
60 percent of the population, while the new northern state would
consist

of

counties

47

and

40 percent of the population.

The

for

boun-

dary is:

111111

The
relatively
lower
income Central Val
combined with the
Area, the highest percapita wealth area of
the state, and

• 39

As a beginning
of the two

watershed Boundary
Proposal

, the 1991-2 General Fund bud, based

on an

would be:
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revenue sources

Based on

be:

the two states'

SPLIT

SOUTH

NORTH

Income
Expenditures
Difference

Compared to the
slightly lower per-capita
expenditures.

The South has sl

slightly lower

, the North has a

al
sl
higher

expenditures.

and

The

income and expenditures of $317 million is small,

between
providing a

shortfall of about 1.7 percent for the North and a surplus of about
1. 1 percent for the South.

These differences are modest, especial-

ly in comparison to the budget deficits of 1991-92 and 1992-93.
The data on the new states are presented in Table 6.

The data

clearly demonstrate that the two states would be quite similar in
per-capita characteristics.
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NORTH/SOUTH:

TABLE 6
VARIOUS DATA SPLIT

(Watershed Boundary)
NORTH

Population

18.6 mil.
(60%)

12.6
(4

Per-capita Income (1989)

$19,980

Per-capita Personal Income Tax Paid
(1987)
Per-capita

Taxes

SOUTH

$19,751

$398

06

45

36

(1990)

Per-capita Assessed Value (1990-91)
K-12 Public School
1,000 population

,517

$51,362

169 0

164.6

Per-capita K-12 state

$491

$500

uc students

3.55

3.42

H.S. of known
63
4
49

Per-capita
as Grants

$106

SSI-SSP Users

32

Felons in state
population
CYA Wards

.1

1,000 population
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0.26

27
3.4
0.27

Dividing the state will raise some simple and some complex
questions that must be addressed. A subsequent report will discuss
alternative answers and recommendations. Some questions are:
1.

How will the state's debt be shared?

2.

How much will the state's assets (buildings, cars, computers,
money, etc.) be shared?

3.

Will the University of California, which has independent legal
authorities specified in the California Constitution, be
split, or will it operate as a two-state university?

4.

Will the State University system be split, or will it operate
as a two-state university?

5.

Will current state employees be eligible to transfer back and
forth between the two states and still retain their civil service rights and priorities?

6.

Will the Public Employee Retirement System operate as a twostate system?

7.

How will state departments, agencies, and the judicial system
be divided?

8.

If there is an imbalance in prison capacity between the two
states, how will this be equalized?

9.

How will existing and future water supplies be met and under
what guarantees?

10.

How long a transition period will be needed:

11.

Will each new state have a new state constitution?

12.

Where will the new state's capital be located?
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5, 10, 15 years?

